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Duration: 120 minutes   

 

• Please check at receipt of the exam the number of question sheets. The examination 
contains 4 pages and 4 questions. It has an enclosure containing 7 pages. 

 

 

Notes on solving the questions 

• Always name the relevant legal provisions and rules! 

• The questions should be answered in the given order!  

• The exam has an enclosure! 

 

 

Notes on marking 

• When marking the exam each question is weighted separately. Points are distributed to 
the individual questions as follows: 
 

Question 1 12 points 

Question 2 10 points 

Question 3 20 points 

Question 4 18 points 

 _______________________  

 

Total 60 points 

 

 

 

Good luck!  
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Blackout 

 

Urnerpower Ltd. (Urnerpower), a globally active energy supplier having its seat in 

Switzerland, owns a hydropower plant on river Vrbas near Banja Luka, a city in the state of 

Bosnia and Herzegovina (BIH). A concession agreement concluded between Urnerpower 

and BIH allows Urnerpower to use the water of the Vrbas River to generate electricity under 

certain conditions (among other things the amount of water used). 

 

The hydropower plant is operated by Banjaturbo Ltd. (Banjaturbo), which is seated in Banja 

Luka and independent from both Urnerpower and BIH. Urnerpower and Banjaturbo 

concluded a contract (the Contract) regarding the operation of the hydropower plant. The 

Contract contains a liquidated damages clause in favor of Urnerpower in case of violation of 

the operating conditions, which mirror the terms and conditions of the concession agreement 

between Urnerpower and BIH.  

 

The Contract does not contain any provisions regarding the settlement of disputes. However, 

a few days after the Contract was signed, Banjaturbo sent an e-mail to Urnerpower to 

express its gratitude for the successful negotiations and added:  

 

“For the sake of clarity, we hereby note, that we have orally agreed that all claims 

arising out of the Contract shall be adjudicated by a sole arbitrator. The sole arbitrator 

shall apply the Arbitration Rules of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). The 

seat of the arbitration shall be Zurich (Switzerland). All setting aside proceedings are 

excluded.” 

 

Urnerpower never replied to this e-mail and did not send any other communications to 

Banjaturbo. 

 

A few weeks ago, BIH realised that Banjaturbo drains too much water from the Vrbas River 

and therefore violates the terms and conditions of the concession agreement between 

Urnerpower and BIH. Against this background, BIH fined Urnerpower and threatened to 

nationalize the hydropower plant if Urnerpower did not ensure that the operating conditions 

and especially the quantity restrictions would be strictly complied with.  

 

Banjaturbo, whose profits depend on maximizing the output of the power plant, is adamant 

that it will not lower the current water usage under any circumstances. After heated 

discussions, Urnerpower sets Banjaturbo a “last deadline” to lower its water usage and to 

pay liquidated damages as per the Contract. As a response, Banjaturbo commences arbitral 

proceedings based on the above-cited arbitral clause. In these arbitral proceedings, 

Banjaturbo argues – by means of a negative declaratory action – that it always complied with 

the Contract and does not owe any damages to Urnerpower. Urnerpower believes that a 

state court in BIH would be better suited to deal with the matter and argues in front of the 

properly appointed sole arbitrator that the arbitration agreement is inoperative because it was 

not made in writing. 

 

1) Will the sole arbitrator sustain the jurisdictional objection? (12 Pts) 
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Assume, independently from your previous answer, that the sole arbitrator affirms jurisdiction 

and applies the above-mentioned arbitral clause because Urnerpower filed and substantiated 

a counterclaim with the sole arbitrator before raising its jurisdictional objection and therefore 

forfeited its right of objection. 

 

In the meantime, Banjaturbo has further increased its water consumption, resulting in a 

threat to the stability of the power grid of BIH. Urnerpower, under pressure from the BIH 

government, hopes for swift injunctive relief because the sole arbitrator is already familiar 

with the matter. Therefore, Urnerpower urgently requests the sole arbitrator to order 

Banjaturbo, under the threat of a criminal penalty for non-compliance, to immediately refrain 

from exceeding the water levels as set out in the Contract. 

 

2) Please assess if the sole arbitrator has the competence to order injunctive 

relief and by doing so, would practically solve the problem of Urnerpower! 

(10 Pts) 

 
After conclusion of the arbitral proceedings, the sole arbitrator decides to dismiss the 

negative declaratory action and to order Banjaturbo to pay damages to Urnerpower for 

breach of contract.  

 

The sole arbitrator finalises and signs the arbitral award in her Spanish law office and 

transmits it to the parties. Upon receipt of the award, Urnerpower immediately seeks 

enforcement by initiating attachment and debt enforcement proceedings against the Swiss 

bank account of Banjaturbo. Banjaturbo has reason to believe that the sole arbitrator ruled 

beyond the counterclaim that was submitted by Urnerpower. Banjaturbo intends to raise this 

objection based on Art. V para. 1 lit. c New York Convention in the Swiss debt enforcement 

proceedings. 

 

3) Please assess this idea and advise Banjaturbo on this matter! (20 Pts)  

 

Note: Do not discuss any national specificities according to Art. 28-29 of the Federal 

Act on Private International Law as well as the Swiss Debt Enforcement and 

Bankruptcy Act! 
 
After the enforcement of the arbitral award, Banjaturbo eventually lowers its water usage. 

However, Banjaturbo does this in such a sudden manner that it causes a blackout in the 

region of Banja Luka.  

 

With that, BIH has had enough: It decides to expropriate the hydropower plant by means of 

an emergency ordinance.  

 

Urnerpower does not dispute the legality of the expropriation itself but is of the opinion that 

the compensation received does not correspond to the fair market value of the hydropower 

plant. After failed consultations, Urnerpower initiates arbitral proceedings against BIH in front 

of the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). In these 

proceedings, BIH argues that the concession agreement between BIH and Urnerpower does 

not contain an arbitral clause (which is true). The arbitral tribunal shares this opinion and 

declines its jurisdiction for lack of arbitration agreement. Urnerpower believes that the 

decision is legally flawed and wants to challenge the award. 
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4) Please explain how and on what grounds the award can be challenged and 

assess the chances of success of such a challenge! (18 Pts) 

 

Note: Switzerland and BIH have ratified the Convention on the Settlement of 
Investment Disputes between States and Nationals of other States (ICSID 
Convention). Moreover, they have concluded an Agreement on the Promotion and 
Reciprocal Protection of Investments (BIT) of which you will find excerpts in the 
enclosure to this exam. Assume that it is undisputed that Urnerpower qualifies as an 
investor and the hydropower plant as an investment within the meaning of the ICSID 
Convention and the BIT. In addition, for the sake of simplicity, assume that 
Switzerland and BIH are not parties to the International Energy Charter Treaty. 
 



ENCLOSURE TO THE EXAM 
 

 

 

 

A g r e e m e n t 

between 

the Swiss Confederation 

and 

Bosnia and Herzegovina 

on the Promotion and Reciprocal Protection 

of Investments 
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